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OUTLINE
■ TECHNOLOGICAL TRANSFORMATION
■ DIGITAL BANGLADESH
■ THE FOURTH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION (INDUTRY 4.0)

Elements of Technological Transformation
Physical/
Infrastructure
Transformation

Digital
Transformation

Technological
Transformation is
heavily influenced by
‘Digital Transformation’
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Phenomena from Digital Transformation

Digital Transformation

Semantic
Economy

•Information flows
freely
•Open Innovation
•Accessed Assets
•Ecosystem

Industry
Disruption

•Unexpected
•Business Unusual

Semantic Economy

Proprietary Assets  Accessed Assets
Anybody can wake up in the morning with an idea,
design a product online, get bids to manufacture it,
crowd-source financing from VC or Angel investor,
promote it on Facebook or Instagram and arrange
shipping to customers in the cloud — all without ever
getting up from the breakfast table
- Proprietary assets and capabilities have given way
to accessed assets and capabilities.
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Semantic Economy

Single Entity  Ecosystems
Amazon is not a conglomerate, it is a
platform. The same cloud architecture that
runs its online store is what it offers as a
service to enterprises and consumers.
As it expands connections to into new
areas, it deepens capabilities at its core.

Industries are now irrelevant. What matters
is ecosystems
Impact of semantic economy - competitive advantage
will be conferred not on those who best reduce
informational costs, but those who create new
informational value for the entire network.

Industry Disruptions Via
Digital Transformation
eBook & Electronic
Publishing disrupts
Publishing /
Bookstore industry

AirBnB disrupts Hotel &
Hospitality Industries

UBER disrupts
Public
Transportation
& Taxi Industry
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Disruptive Technology – A new emerging technology
that unexpectedly displaces an established one
and significantly alters or force the way companies
operate their businesses

The Impacts of Disruptive Technologies
■ The impact of Disruptive Technology on world’s
economy : Between $14 trillion and $33 trillion a
year by 2025 (McKinsey Global Institute)
■ Other impacts:
– changed the relationship between brands and
consumers,
– created value shifts from producers to consumers
and vice versa.
– While the consumer is smarter today with more
choices, they are also more engaged.

ROBOTICS
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DIGITAL BANGLADESH
- A huge and complex task but it’s NOT IMPOSSIBLE
KEY SUCCESS FACTORS;
- Bangladesh is a fast-growing economy, with a steady GDP of 7.1 percent;
one of highest in terms of growth rate in the world.
- 30 percent of the 170 million people in Bangladesh are YOUTH who can be
trained and equipped with the right education and skills – e.g., can expose
them with
TVET (Technical and Vocational Education & Training) Program

 What does it take to digitize a country?
 What are some of the strategies that are yielding results?
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The challenge of digitizing entire
countries is simply too complex
for national governments
One Possible IDEA!!

“Cities are the new laboratories of the
21st Century” - Louis Zacharilla

Co-founder of the Intelligent
Community Forum (ICF), New Yorkbased think tank

The Pre-Requisite for
accomplishing the TASK
- Readiness for Change

- Willingness to Learn
from Others
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Key Measures for the New Digital Economy
• The World Economic Forum’s Networked Readiness Index is a
key indicator of how countries are doing in the digital world
• It measures how well an economy is using information and
communications technologies to boost competitiveness and
well-being
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The index shows that some countries have made significant improvements on last year's ranking.

Governments were ranked according to their tech-savviness (support) that helps an economy
becoming networked ready
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LEARNING FROM MALAYSIA’S
EXPERIENCE
– SELANGOR AS A SMART STATE
– CYBERJAYA AS A SMART CITY

Digitizing a Country : Digitizing State of Selangor
Through Establishment of SMART STATE
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Objectives of Smart State
• To create ecosystem and environment that supports the
development of digital innovations
• To promote industrial development and digital innovations
• To be a hub for digital services and hub for connection to other
states/regions/countries
• To attract digital workers and investors, and software companies
from around the world to work and invest in the
• To create learning opportunities and share knowledge from experts
• To foster startups and drive digital economy effectively

Selangor as a Smart State in Malaysia (12 Strategic Areas)
Prepare human capital to capture new
economy opportunities
Integrate case/disease
management, care co-ordination
and use of advanced tools
Use digital technologies to
boost efficiency and enhance
food & agricultural ecosystem
Integrated crisis management
system and early warning
system to enable better interagency coordination and
prepare citizens for calamities.

Effective governance structure can be the key for a
successful smart city project
Enable a Sustainable Energy infrastructure to
reduce cost and reinforce energy networks
Ensure safe and clean water
supply and river cleaning
Minimise waste by
engaging the community.
Optimise energy efficiency
and improve building quality
The backbone to enabling smart services
to reduce waste, manage traffic, improve
energy efficiency and etc

Integrated safety and security system
through collaboration with public
Foster seamless multi modal transportation access
and efficient connectivity.
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Execution of the Smart Selangor initiative
– by FOUR governing bodies
1. Smart Selangor Steering Committee – will focus on strategic
governance, will set and determine directions
2. Project Execution Committee – will look at methods and
controls adopted by implementation team
3. Project Management Committee – will concentrate on working
methods and best practices to implement project
4. Project Team Committee – will concentrate on working
methods and best practices to implement project
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The Implementation of Smart State:
FIVE Parts
1. Certified Digital Workers/Investors project to support and give
benefits to digital workers and investors
2. Innovation park establishment to support super cluster digital
3. Research and Development (R&D) of ecosystem
4. Incentive study and roadshow to gather measures to support
and develop Smart State
4. Smart WiFi development program

THE FOURTH INDUSTRY
REVOLUTION
– INDUSTRY 4.0
Globally, we’re in the middle of the fourth industrial
revolution
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Industry 4.0: The Fourth Industrial Revolution
Industry 4.0 is characterized by
a fusion of technologies that is blurring the lines
between the physical, digital, and biological spheres

Machine-To-Machine (M2M)
Learning is Central

Industry 4.0: The Fourth Industrial Revolution
The technologies include
- Internet of Things (IoT)
- Artificial intelligence
- Robotics
- Autonomous vehicles
- 3-D printing
- Nanotechnology
- Quantum computing, etc.
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Industry 4.0 Paradigm
( M2M + IoT = CPS)
■

The leading paradigm in every automation is to limit human intervention - tasks are assigned to
machines, appliances and systems.

■

In the era of microelectronics, sensors and actuators, and fixed and wireless networks, M2M is the
apt term: Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communication.

■

M2M is a technology that communicates without human intervention, makes use of sensors and
meters to communicate “events” - via a communications network ( fixed, wireless or hybrid), to
application software that converts the raw data into meaningful information.

■

Modern M2M applications use microelectronics and wireless technology

■

This digital interaction between and within machines and systems is the cyber-physical (CPS) heart
of the Fourth Industrial Revolution (industry 4.0).

■

Machine-to-machine (M2M) communications using Internet of Things (IoT) principles will form the
Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) of tomorrow;

■

These systems are predicted to enable new automation paradigms and improve operations in terms
of increased Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE).

Why Industry Rush for Industry 4.0?
Cisco Reports the Impact of IoT & M2M
■ The total IoT market will be worth USD14 trillion in 2022
■ Manufacturing will account for 27% (USD 3.88 trillion) of this
■ A sum of USD675 billion should result from the improvement of asset
management, in which smarter maintenance (M2M via sensors) plays an
important role.
■ A gain of USD1.539 trillion is expected through the reduction of all forms of
waste, such as wastage of time, by embedding M2M communication.
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INDUSTRY 4.0
- AN OPPORTUNITY FOR
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
TO LEAPFROG
TECHNOLOGY WAVES

Industry 4.0 Initiatives by Developing
Countries
■ Food industry in Thailand has Industry 4.0
roadmaps and establishing digital parks for their
SMEs.
■ A German-Malaysian institute has set up an ifactory for an Industry 4.0 innovation centre - the
first learning factory to feature the latest
production concepts according to German
Industry 4.0 standards in South East Asia.
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Developing a Guiding Framework
for Industry 4.0 in Bangladesh:
1. Establish an innovation strategy aligned to the digital transformation
agenda
2. Set up a disciplined innovation process. Start by understanding
customers’ problems, move into experimentation and learning, and even
unlearning, to find possible new solutions
3. Promote an organizational culture that supports innovation
4. Deploy digital and mobile solutions

Developing a Guiding Framework
for Industry 4.0:
5. Prepare infrastructure, i.e., sensors be embedded when building new
roads, buildings and factories (IoT)
6. Create conducive environment for software-based products and
programming by encouraging young entrepreneurs to develop software to
reach global markets

7. Use emerging market conditions to drive frugal (and disruptive) innovation
that can scale up to other markets
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Leveraging on UNIDO’s Roles in Promoting
Industry 4.0 in Bangladesh
UNIDO can help:
▸ Create awareness of Industry 4.0 opportunities
and available standards among policymakers
and industry associations
▸ Make available appropriate tools and methods
for innovation management assessment,
innovation strategy, culture, etc.
▸ Provide training for innovation management
professionals and coaches, and cross-industry
communities of practice

Developing Core Competencies for Digital
Transformation Agenda
(by Steve Andriole, Professor of Business Technology, Villanova School of Business, USA)

Technologies …
■ Cloud Computing – Because Everything’s Moving to the Cloud

■ Analytics – Because Descriptive, Explanatory & Predictive Insight is Lifeblood
■ Digital Security – Because Digital Transformation Can Be Derailed by Breaches
■ Digital Media – Because All Content is Digital, especially Social Content
■ Emerging Technologies – Because the Next Disruptive Technology is Already

Here
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Management Best Practices …
■ Project & Program Management – Because You Must Know How to Size,
Scope & Watch
■ Vendor Management – Because RFPs & SLAs are Now a Way of Life

■ Digital Security Management – Because Security Vendors & Auditors are
Your New Best Friends
■ Business Analysis – Because Needs Always Evolve & Business is Tech’s
Client
■ Metrics – Because Everyone Needs to Measure Everything

Soft Skills …
■ Written Communications Skills – Because You Need to Write Clearly &
Purposefully
■ Verbal Communications Skills – Because They Will Listen if You’re
Coherent-with-Style
■ Collaboration Skills – Because No Techman or Techwoman is an Island
■ Persuasion & Negotiation Skills – Because Everyone Disagrees Until
Persuaded Otherwise
■ External Presentation Skills – Because Techies Need to Be Housebroken
Before Leaving the Office
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Semantic Economy – What it is
• For most of corporate history, scale provided benefits that went
beyond just consolidation of fixed costs and negotiating power, but
also included informational advantages.
• Now, however, the scale economy has been replaced by a semantic
economy, where information flows freely across (once impermeable)

boundaries of firm and industry.
• One of the most salient developments resulting from the rise of the
semantic economy is the shift from closed innovation to open
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